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Designing was born 
out of its ashes, 
being called HAR . 
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Looking At the Past “Anew”
Designing was born out of its ashes with the help of  HAR. We 
design our products by the inspiration we get from our past, from 
the civilisations that were once settled in Anatolia. By giving those 
civilizations and Turkish-Islamic art their due, honoring them, 
we produce decorative objects , dinnerware & serveware sets and 
souvenirs for you and your loved ones . Our aim is to enrich our 
relationship with the past in every possible way, adding more value 
to our already valuable heritage.

Each Product Is Another  
Value Worth Pursuing
To us , each product is another value worth pursuing . Do 
you know why? Because we believe our job is not limited 
to the achievement of aesthetic excellence. Doing research 
in meticulous detail is another must-have we regard with 
utmost  ser iousness .  In accordance with international 
designing perspective, we make things that have their own 
story, connecting people to people, things, places and times. 
We consider each of our collections as the embodiments of 
our respect towards craftsmen bringing our ideas to life and 
cultures that inspire us in our work . 
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Brass always brings out its subtle beauty no 
matter where it is used in craftsmanship. 
This is why we use figures out of brass being 
casted in our products. We use casting 
techniques, which is commonly employed in 
jewelry, requiring of utmost diligence when 
they’re used, in our own work.

Beauty That 
Comes From 
the Brass 

From Hittites to Urartians to Seljuks to 
Ottomans… The history of copper is as old 
as the one of Anatolia. The same is true 
for coppersmithing, as well. We make our 
products by using the oldest technique that 
has been used in coppersmithing pursuit, 
which is forging. The copper we use is 
forged by skillful hands, being shaped into a 
certain form. “Good things come to him who 
waits”, they say. Waiting with patience ends 
up with unmatched products in our work.

We Forge 
Copper With 
Patience 

Glass From the 
Hands of Its 
Masterhand
The quality of the glass we use in our products 
is as good as the one of a crystal. The same 
goes with the skillful hands of our craftsmen, 
of course! Designs that have been brought 
into life by those hands are also garnished 
with golden ornaments. This way, we are 
able to present you the most valuable glass 
products one can ever find.

Products That 
Are Not For 
Anybody But You
Our preference is to produce handmade 
boutique goods rather than the ones that 
require of using industrical techniques, when 
it comes to the use of porcelain. We work 
with experienced workmen and producers 
who are doing this job for decades.

Marble Extracted 
From Our O wn 
Land, Anatolia
We not only produce decorative objects by using 
the marble being extracted from our own land, 
Anatolia, which provides us rich opportunities 
in that regard, but also we bring marble to your 
dining rooms by our functional products.

Tile, An 
Anatolian 
Beauty
Tile has a peculiar beauty, having an 
important place in our culture. We take our 
inspiration from traditional tile art and create 
new figures, while also being faithful to the 
production techniques of this craftwork. We 
breath new life to the forgotten colours of 
ceramic clay here.
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Ancient
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Collection Ancient
Our story beginned at the heart of Asia. Then it pervaded Anatolia, even extended 
to Europe. From Seljuks to Andalusia… We pass on lessons learned from our 
civilizations to our designs. We keep them alive, so that their beauty never fades out.

You’ll find various traces from the past in this collection.



Andalus Lion 
Pitcher S et

The Histor y of 
the Court of 
the Lions

Four Directions, 
One Figure

The artisans of love engraved hearts to the 
each corner of the Alhambra Palace. Marbles 
started to talk in the hands of their skillful 
hands, waters started to sing there. Even lions 
had been tamed and transformed into the 
symbols of goodness.

The Alhambra Palace, the source of pride both 
for Andalusian architecture and for Islamic 
art, was built when Nasrids, which was the last 
Islamic dynasty reigned in Spain, were still in 
power. In the center of the courtyard of this 
palace, which is located in Grenada, the city 
once known as Garnata, there’s the fountain of 
lions, a basin supported by twelve lion-shaped 
figures in white marble. The palace, shedding 
light to its past with all its glory, is now on 
UNESCO’s world heritage list.

Being inspired from the Fountain of Lions, 
dividing the courtyard into four different 
quadrants by its water channels , we 
ornamented this carafe with four lion figures, 
exemplifying the power which highlights 
the four cardinal directions. The figure that 
you’ll see on the metal surface has the image 
of the four directions in it, which leads us 
to the theory of heavenly bodies in Islamic 
philosophy, suggesting everything moves in 
a circle.

 It is these lions that have been brought into 
new life by our craftsmen. They went into 
action in order to show us the heroic strength 
of the civilizations of water.
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Materials Used:Glass decorated with golden, gold-plated brass. Features: % 100 handmade. Safe For Food Contact.

ANDALUS LION PITCHER

1010

Ø. 225 mm H. 270 mm

DRINKING GLASS

1010

Ø. 55 mm H. 120 mm
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A drop of histor y 
in ever y jug …
Ever y drop is a 
slice in histor y.
 Designing our carafes, we take our inspiration 
from the ancient forms of carafes and jars from 
the past, ornamented with animal figures, just 
like Seljuk ceramic tiles were.

Inspired from a lamp made in the times of 
Seljuks, 12th century.

Kubadabad Palace is one of the most glorious 
palaces built by Anatolian Seljuks. We can see 
their great imagination in their ceramic tiles. We 
encounter interesting figures, mostly the ones of 
the wild animals. They shine through their wiggly 
movements.

Bear Figure

Wolf Figure

Lion Figure

S eljuk Lion 
Pitcher S et
They came from Asia, giving life to the land we 
now dwell in. They improved it like a a skillful 
handicraftsman does embroidery. They made 
stones speak out for themselves. They adorned 
the soil they put their feet in like a bride adorns 
herself. We pursued everything on that we can 
find the traces of Seljuks, everything they put 
their stamps on. We tried to bring each of those 
traces back into life. The dragon-tailed lion 
figures we garnish our jugs with are telling their 
stories…
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WATER GLASS

1011

Ø. 80 mm H. 107 mm

SELJUK LION PITCHER

1011

Ø. 200 mm H. 240 mm

Materials Used: Glass, tumbled gold. 

Features: Safe For Food Contact
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Materials used: Porcelain, brass, golden ornament. Features: % 100 Handmade. Safe for food contact.

Sirli Coffee
Cup
Why does a cup of coffee commit one to forty 
years of friendship? In short, let’s say the answer 
lies in friendly conversations. 

Those conversations warm our hearts . 
They multiply happiness. A cup of coffee 
accompanies with every friendly conversation. 
We adorn our coffee cups with the figures 
coming from our own civilization so that 
those friendly conversations last forever. 

CLOVE COFFEE CUP

1012-KF

Ø. (Cup) 55 mm H. 55 mm

Ø. (Saucer) 130 mm

CINTEMANI-FIGURED COFFEE CUP

1012-CN

Ø. (Fincan) 55 mm H. 55 mm

Ø. (Tabak) 130 mm

KARO-FIGURED COFFEE CUP

1012-KO

Ø. (Cup) 55 mm H. 55 mm

Ø. (Saucer) 130 mm
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From the legend 
to S emerkand 
to your dining 
rooms.

Simurg Tea S ets
Simurg, the sultan of the birds, was born out of its ashes and put her stamp on the hearts with 
all its elegance. You’ll experience the pleasure of having conversations while drinking your tea 
with our tea cups, adorned with the figures of this beautiful bird. 

If you ever happen to pass Samarkand, be sure to visit this place. Since Simurg, the figures of 
which garnish your tea cups will be waiting for you there. 
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Coffee cup, Teacup

Materials Used: Porcelain, golden ornament.Features:% 100 Handmade. Safe For Food Contact.

Sugar Bowl

Materials used: Glass, brass, nickel silver. Features:Safe For Food Contact.

Teapot

Materials used: Brass, micron silver. Features: Safe For Food Contact.

SIMURG COFFEE CUP

1013-S

Ø. (Cup) 55 mm H. 55 mm 

Ø. (Saucer) 120 mm

SIMURG SUGAR BOWL

1014

Ø. 68 mm H. 100 mm

SIMURG TEA CUP

1013-L

Ø. (Cup) 80 mm H. 57 mm 

Ø. (Saucer) 155 mm

SIMURG TEAPOT

1015

Ø. 95 mm H. 185 mm
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The World of Infinity



The World of Infinitude
The human being is here in the world for trial. Life in this world is 
temporary. Our real homeland is the afterworld. This is why we try to 
be good persons, seeking out only the good, not the evil. We work hard 
for the life to come. The belief in the afterlife is the thing that protects us 
from existential  anxiety and hopelessness. The fact that divine justice 
will one day prevail  motivates us, increases our steadfastness. Death is 
not annihilation, but the beginning of a new and an infinite life. That’s 
why we pray to Him.

Today, no matter which mosque or masjid you visit in order to pray at, 
you’ll see the elegance of Islamic geometry on its walls.   And now, you 
can find the same elegance in our “The World of Infinity” collection.
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VAV Coffee Cup
Why does a cup of coffee commit one to 
forty years of friendship? In short, let’s say 
the answer lies in nice conversations. Thos 
conversations warm our hearts. They multiply 
happiness. A cup of coffee accompanies by 
every conversation. 

Being inspired from the Seljuk architecture 
using the figure of the Arabic letter “waw” 
frequently, we attached a waw-shaped handle 
to our coffee cups.

Materials Used:Porcelain, glass, brass and gold. Features: Safe For food contact.

WATER GLASS

3010

Ø. 50 mm H. 85 mm

COFFEE CUP

3010

Ø. (Cup) 55 mm H. 60 mm

Ø. (Saucer) 120 mm
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Durak Tea S et  
They came from Asia, giving life to the land we now dwell in. They 
improved it like a skillful handicraftsman does embroidery. They made 
stones speak out. They adorned the soil they put their feet in like a bride 
adorns herself. We pursued everything on that we can find the traces 
of Seljuks, everything they put their stamps on. We tried to bring each 
of those traces back into life. 

The figures on our Turkish tea glasses contain overtones can be traced 
back to the Seljuk art. Our caesura-figured teapots will remind you a 
breath of air with every sip of your drink. Isn’t the life itself a breath 
anyway? 

Materials used:Marble, glass, stainless steel, brass, nickel silver.  Fatures: % 100 Handmade. Safe for Food Contact.

DURAK TEA GLASS

3011

Ø. (Cup) 55 mm H. 100 mm

Ø. (Saucer) 120 mm

DURAK SUGAR BOWL

3012

Ø. 65 mm H. 80 mm

DURAK TRAY

3013

L. 325 mm W. 180 mm
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A Thousand Blessings



A Thousand Praises
Collection
This land is the place we drink from her wells, eat from her stocks. 
We breathe and bask under her sun. The love we have for our 
homeland is so great that it beggars all description. The love we 
have leaves its imprint upon our hearts.

Those imprinted figures are now with you, thanks to the 
“A Thousand Blessings” Collection, so as to praise Him for 
everything we eat and drink.
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Kavuk Zamzam S ets
It was the struggle of a mother and her child. It was the submission of a 
mother and her child. While the mother was looking for water for her son 
desperately, that source of life squirted from the bottom of the son’s feet. 
They left us zamzam water behind, which is the water of life. The water 
of life for the whole mankind, a reflection of divine mercy...

Everyone returning from the holy lands are longingly expected to bring 
some zamzam water with himself. Our ancestors was preserving zamzam 
in special bottles called “zemzemlik”. Being inspired from this kind 
thought, we imprint our love on glass.

Nahl Surah 10. Verse of the Quran
“It is He who sends down rain from the 
sky: from it ye drink, and out of it (grows) 
the vegetation on which ye feed your 
cattle.” 

Basmala

Zamzam Prayer
“I beseech you, O God, to grant knowledge 
that is beneficial, abundance in livelihood, 
and to spare us from all diseases.” 
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Materials Used: Glass, Marble, Brass.

Features:% 100 Handmade. Safe for food 

contact.

PITCHER

4010

Ø. 135 mm H. 310 mm

GLASS

4010

Ø. 40 mm H. 100 mm
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Date and Zamzam 
S er ving S et 
Date is the fruit of the Holy Lands. People returning 
from those lands bring these delicious fruits with 
themselves. Since people are waiting for those fruits, 
yearning for the Holy Lands.

Date and zamzam are two old friends, accompanying by 
each other since the ancient times... We did not want to 
separate the old friends from each other, bringing both 
to your dining rooms together.

Being inspired from nature, you’ll find the 
leaves of date palms and the elegance of their 
texture in the details of the work done. 

Basmala
It is written “Basmala” on our drop-shaped 
cups by a special calligraphic technique. 
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Materials Used: Glass, porcelain, brass, gold. 

Features: % 100 handmade, safe for food contact.

SINGLE SERVING

4011-S

W. 130 mm H. 135 mm

CUP

4011-S

Ø. 50 mm H. 60 mm

DATE AND ZAMZAM SERVING (Set of 6)

4011-L

L. 380 mm W. 220 mm H. 150 mm
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Materials Used: Velvet, Artif icial Leather, Brass

Prayer Rugs  
While praying, the time we’re living in stops, space around us disappears and 
the man finds the truest meaning of his life. Prayer is a gift which is given us to 
show our gratitude and love and to come together with the owner of infinity.

MIHRAP

PRAYER RUG

4012-MH

L. 1290 mm W. 660 mm

MIHRAB 

PRAYER RUG

4012-SY

L. 1380 mm W. 695 mm

TURKISTAN

PRAYER RUG

4012-TK

L. 1310 mm W. 670 mm
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Sigil



Sigil Collection
Ever y Turkish-Is lamic c iv i l i zat ion re igning in  Anatol ia  put 
their  sea l  on our  homeland.  Countless  work s  of  ar t  have 
been brought  into l i fe  for  centur ies .  Achie vements  made 
in  the f ield  of  coppersmithing might  be a  good example of 
this  fact .  The ancient  soul  of  the copper  is  now rekindled. 

You’ l l  f ind var ious traces  f rom the c iv i l i zat ions sett led in 
Anatol ia  in  our  “Sig i l ”  col lect ion.
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RUMI BOWL 

Oxidized-Large

5010-L

Ø. 350 mm H. 200 mm

RUMI BOWL 

Oxizided-Medium

5010-M

Ø. 265 mm H. 165 mm

RUMI BOWL 

Oxidized-Small

5010-S

Ø. 155 mm H. 105 mm

Materials Used: Tinned copper, Brass Features: % 100 handmade. Safe for Food Contact.

Rumi Bowls
Anatolia has been the cradle of various 
civilizations. Various forms of arts have been 
appeared here. Among them, coppersmithing 
is outshining all of its alternatives.

We re-kindled the ancient soul of the copper. 
We brought coppersmithing back to our age, 
garnishing our copper products with Rumi 
figures. 
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RUMI BOWL 

Polished- Large

5010-LP

Ø. 350 mm H. 200 mm

RUMI BOWL 

Polished-Medium

5010-MP

Ø. 265 mm H. 165 mm

RUMI BOWL 

Polished- Small

5010-SP

Ø. 155 mm H. 105 mm

Materials Used: Tinned copper, Brass Features: % 100 handmade. Safe for Food Contact.
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S eljuk Copper 
Figures
Anatolia has been the cradle of various 
civilizations. Various forms of arts have been 
appeared here. Among them, coppersmithing 
is outshining all of its alternatives.

We re-kindled the ancient soul of the copper, 
garnished our copper products with Seljuk 
figures.

Materials Used: Tinned copper. Features:% 100 handmade. Safe for food contact.

TREE OF LIFE OVAL SERVING BOAT

5011

L. 300 mm W. 220 mm H. 150 mm

SELJUK EAGLE ROUND SERVING BOAT

5012

Ø. 325 mm H. 190 mm

BIRD SERVING BOAT

5018

L. 210 mm W. 140 mm H. 90 mm

HORSE GONDOLA

5015

L. 275 mm W. 160 mm H. 105 mm
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DRAGON JUG

5016

Ø. 140 mm H. 245 mm

DRAGON MUG

5019

Ø. 85 mm H. 130 mm

BIRD JUG

5017

Ø. 170 mm H. 210 mm
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Materials Used: Tinned copper. Features:% 100 handmade. Safe for food contact.



BIRD BOWL

5014

Ø. 210 mm H. 95 mm

SELJUK EAGLE BOWL

5020

Ø. 105 mm H. 40 mm

SELJUK EAGLE ROUND 

PLATTER

5013

Ø. 355 mm

TREE OF LIFE PLATE

5021

Ø. 210 mm
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Materials Used: Tinned copper. Features:% 100 handmade. Safe for food contact.



Precious Handcraft 



Precious Handcraft 
Collection
They say there’s nothing that a couple of skillful hands 
cannot achieve. Those hands can even give stones certain 
shapes. Working hands make everything they touch way 
more beatiful than it could otherwise be. Working hands 
mean labour. They have no equals.

Precious handicrafts collection is just for you.
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Materials Used: Ceramic.

Features: % 100 handmade. Safe for food contact.

Clove Bowl
Ashure has been here since ancient times. 
His story begins with the Great Flood. 
The power of this story has growed and 
multiplied in time. It has testified most of the 
history. Each bit of a bowl of ashure points 
us to this story. 

It’s our responsibility to carry the story into 
future. This is the reason we design these 
precious bowls befitting the naturalness of 
this dessert.

 

CLOVE BOWL (Big)

6010-L

Ø. 220 mm H. 110 mm

 

CLOVE BOWL (Small)

6010-S

Ø. 105 mm H. 95 mm
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Mihrap Dining S et
The soil was once unripe, then it burned and “cooked”. It was 
glazed by love, reunited with  its loved one. The glowing world 
of colours put its stamp on this work.  Then, it’s called “Mihrab”. 

Skillful craftsmen instilled their love upon those plates. Mihrab was 
designed to add value to your dining rooms with all its naturalness.

Materials Used: Ceramic. Features: % 100 Handmade. Safe for food contact.

MIHRAB FLAT PLATE

6011-DZ

Ø. 265 mm

MIHRAB DEEP PLATE 

6011-CK

Ø. 225 mm

MIHRAB BOWL

6011-KA

Ø. 70 mm H. 150 mm

MIHRAB MINI BOWL

6012

Ø. 110 mm H. 55 mm

MIHRAB SALAD BOWL

6013

Ø. 230 mm H. 65 mm

MIHRAB DESSERT PLATE  

6011-TA

Ø. 175 mm
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